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Abstract：［Objectives］An algorithm for unmanned surface vehicle（USV） formation path planning based on an
improved RRT algorithm is proposed for global path planning and obstacle avoidance.［Methods］For the shape
stability of a USV formation，'non-strict conformal correction vector' and 'non-strict conformal control circular area'

are presented in the EXTEND operation in RRT，making the extension direction of the search tree tend towards the
strict conformal point. For the situation of sudden obstacle collision with non-strict conformal planning points，
adjustable collision avoidance circle and 'obstacle correction vector' are presented in the collision-check operation in
RRT，making the USV formation safely avoid collision and maintain stable formation to the greatest extent.［Results］
The results show that a USV formation displays good conformal performance under the action of this algorithm，and
effectively avoids sudden obstacles. ［Conclusions］ This research shows that the improved algorithm has such
advantages as high efficiency，good stabilization and high-quality planning paths，making it of great significance for
practical engineering application.
Key words：USV formation；rapidly exploring random tree（RRT）algorithm；path planning；collision avoidance
CLC number: U664.82

0 Introduction

In recent years, as countries around the world
have attached great importance to marine safety pro⁃
tection, marine resource exploration and develop⁃
ment, and unmanned military combat systems, un⁃
manned surface vehicle (USV) has become a re⁃
search hotspot worldwide due to its high degree of au⁃
tonomy and strong mobility. With the in-depth re⁃
search of USV technology and the development
needs of military and civilian use, the concept of
USV formation comes into being. Compared with a

single USV, USV formation is more efficient in per⁃
forming tasks and has strong fault tolerance and wide
coverage, which is of great significance in practical
engineering applications.

Path planning is one of the core technologies of
USV formation, which is used to avoid obstacles
while maintaining the shape stability of the USV for⁃
mation. At present, experts and scholars have devel⁃
oped research on the path planning problem of USV
formation and achieved certain results. Tam et al. [1]

proposed a multi-boat coordinated path planning al⁃
gorithm that conforms to the COLREGS rule. The
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simulation results show that the output of the algo⁃
rithm is effective and consistent in various traffic sce⁃
narios. Ni et al. [2] proposed a virtual force field algo⁃
rithm, added a fuzzy control module to solve the ob⁃
stacle avoidance problem in a dynamic environment
by introducing the area ratio parameter, and demon⁃
strated the efficiency of the method through simula⁃
tion experiments. Geng et al.[3] used the improved
particle swarm optimization to improve the efficiency
of path search, and the efficiency of the proposed
method in generating the optimized path is verified
in the simulation experiment. Wang [4] proposed a
path planning technology for USV formation based
on the variable fast marching method; this method re⁃
gards the feasible area as anisotropy and considers
that the safety of a point is linearly related to the dis⁃
tance between the point and the obstacle, which has
a good real-time performance. After analyzing the
common full-coverage path planning, Bao [5] used the
round-trip coverage algorithm as the coverage meth⁃
od of the USV formation. At the same time, the im⁃
proved A-star algorithm is used for the uncovered ar⁃
ea, and the feasibility of the fusion algorithm is veri⁃
fied through Matlab simulation experiments. Su[6]

studied the multi-robot path planning and coordinat⁃
ed collision avoidance system based on two-layer
fuzzy logic and used the robustness of fuzzy control
to improve the efficiency and feasibility of the algo⁃
rithm. From the above research, the main idea of the
solution to the path planning problem of USV forma⁃
tion is to expand and evolve the classic algorithm to
improve the real-time performance and planning effi⁃
ciency of the algorithms.

Inspired by previous studies, this paper will pro⁃
pose a path planning technology for USV formation
based on an improved rapidly exploring random tree
(RRT) algorithm. First, for the problem of shape sta⁃
bility of USV formation, "non-strict conformal cor⁃
rection vector" and "non-strict conformal control cir⁃
cular area" are presented in the EXTEND operation
in RRT, making the extension direction of the search
tree tend towards the strict conformal point. Then,
for the situation of sudden obstacle collision with
non-strict conformal planning points, adjustable col⁃
lision avoidance circle and obstacle correction vector
are presented in the collision-check operation in
RRT, making the USV formation safely avoid colli⁃
sion and maintain stable formation to the greatest ex⁃
tent. Finally, the feasibility of the algorithm in solv⁃
ing the path planning problem of USV formation is
verified by the simulation experiment.

1 Establishment of an environ-
ment model for the path plan-
ning of USV formation

The USV formation uses the intelligent sensing
system to locate and detect obstacle information in
real-time during the autonomous navigation process.
The path planning problem of the USV formation
solved in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. The pilot boat
L sails on the angular bisector of the first quadrant
according to the scheduled route at the speed V; sev⁃
eral following boats are F1, F2, ..., Fn, and the USVs'
intelligent sensing system detects sudden obstacle ar⁃
eas B1 and B2. For this situation, this paper designs a
formation path planning algorithm based on the RRT
algorithm, so that the USV formation maintains
shape stability during the navigation process, and au⁃
tomatically avoids sudden obstacles that affect the
USVs' navigation according to the planned track
point, so as to keep the shape stability to the greatest
extent.

2 Research on conformal planning
technology of USV formation

2.1 Classic RRT algorithm

The classic RRT algorithm was proposed by Valle
in 1998 [7]. Existing research shows that the RRT al⁃
gorithm has a significantly faster convergence speed
than the A* algorithm, PRM algorithm, and MILP al⁃
gorithm. It also has higher optimization efficiency [8-11],
so it has been widely used in drones, unmanned vehi⁃
cles, and other vehicles [12-14]. The classic RRT algo⁃
rithm is constructed in a way that a given initial
point is set as the random root node of the tree and
quickly and effectively searches the feasible region
space according to the current environment. By the

Fig.1 The situation of USV formation path planning
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generation of random points, the search is directed to
the blank area, and random tree nodes are added un⁃
til the target point. Finally, the path point is obtained
through the reverse search.
2.2 Design of "non-strict conformal cor-

rection vector" and "non-strict con-
formal control circular area"

The method of constructing extending child nodes
in the classic RRT algorithm is to randomly select a
random target point in the task space C. Next, a node
closest to the random target point is selected from all
the current leaf nodes of the random tree, which is
called adjacent node. Then a distance of step S is ex⁃
tended from the direction of the adjacent node to ob⁃
tain the extending child node. This construction
method is suitable for the global path planning of a
single agent in the pose space. Due to the require⁃
ment of shape stability during the USV formation
sailing, the uncontrollable construction method of ex⁃
tending child nodes in the classic algorithm is not
suitable for the global conformal planning technology
of the USV formation. Therefore, the classic algo⁃
rithm needs to be improved. To solve this problem,
this paper proposes a "non-strict conformal control
circular area", so as to realize the non-strict confor⁃
mal global path planning of the USV formation. At
the same time, the "non-strict conformal correction
vector" is introduced to improve the conformal accu⁃
racy and accelerate the algorithm convergence.

Assuming that at a certain time t, the intelligent
sensing systems of following boats detect that the pi⁃
lot boat sails to the position point PL（xt，yt）, and the
real-time position of each following boat is PW（xW，

yW）. The PL is substituted into the formation position
function Xs to obtain the strict conformal coordinate
point PF（xF，yF）of each following boat at the time. At
this time, the RRT algorithm for path planning of
USV formation proposed in this paper will start to
work. Each following boat uses its real-time position
as the root node to construct a search tree in parallel,
realizing the non-strict conformal path planning of
the USV formation. Since the construction principle
of the search tree of the following boats is the same,
this paper uses a single following boat to describe
the algorithm for the convenience of description.

From the EXTEND step of the classic RRT algo⁃
rithm [7], the calculation equation of the extending
child node Pn（xn，yn）of the following boat at this mo⁃
ment is

xn = xW + S ´ cos(arctan(
y r - yW

x r - xW

))

yn = yW + S ´ sin(arctan(
y r - yW

x r - xW

)) （1）
where xr and yr are the horizontal and vertical coordi⁃
nates of the random target point Pr generated by the
random tree in the iterative process; S is the sin⁃
gle-step exploration step length of the USV. The vec⁃
tor expression is

PWn = S ´
PW r

||PW r

（2）
where PWn is the displacement from point PW to
point Pn ; PW r is the displacement from point PW

to point P r . Since the construction of the extending
child node Pn in the classic algorithm depends on
the generation of random points P r , in order to real⁃
ize that Pn can be the conformal route point of the
following boat at greater probability, first, we intro⁃
duced the "non-strict conformal correction vector"
AR to correct the coordinates of Pn . The definition
of AR is shown in Eq. (3). Under the action of AR ,
the extending child node Pn and its coordinates no
longer satisfy Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), but Pn

' is given by
vector expressions Eq. (5) and Eq. (6):

AR =ω ´ S ´
PnF

||PnF

（3）

ω = 1
1 + e-d

（4）

U = S ´
PW r

||PW r

+ AR （5）

PWn′ = S ´ U
||U

（6）
where PnF is the displacement from point Pn to
point PF ; PW r is the displacement from point PW

to point P r ; PWn′ is the displacement from point
PW to point Pn

' ; PF is the strict conformal coordi⁃
nate point of the following boat at this moment, calcu⁃
lated by the formation position function; d is the Eu⁃
clidean distance between the point Pn and the strict
conformal coordinate point PF（XF，YF）of the follow⁃
ing boat at this moment; ω is the conformal correc⁃
tion factor; U is the transition vector during the cal⁃
culation.

Eq. (3) shows that after the extension under the
classic RRT algorithm is completed, AR with a fac⁃
tor of ω in the direction of connection from Pn to
PF is added on the basis of the original extension,
making the extension direction of the search tree
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tend towards the strict conformal point. Eq. (4) is the
mathematical expression of the Sigmoid function,
and the function graph is shown in Fig. 2.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the Sigmoid func⁃
tion graph is located in the positive part of the x-axis
and has the following characteristics. The function
value will increase as the input d increases, but the
amplitude of the increase will gradually decrease
and finally approach 1. When it is manifested in the
conformity of the following boat, it means that when
the original extending child node is farther from the
strict conformal point at this moment, the effect of
AR is stronger. However, the magnitude of the effect
will not make the modulus of the vector approaching
the strict conformal point exceed the single-step ex⁃
ploration step length to bring the problem of
over-correction. The process is geometrically shown
in Fig. 3.

When Pn
' is calculated according to Eq, (6), it is

necessary to determine whether it meets the require⁃
ments of UAV formation path planning for the next it⁃
eration. This paper proposes the concept of
"non-strict conformal control circular area" based
on the classic RRT algorithm. The starting point of
this concept is that if the following boat is strictly re⁃
quired to sail from the real-time position PW to the
strict conformal coordinate point PF(xFyF) , of the
following boat at this moment, for the algorithm
search and calculation with RRT as the basic idea,

the load is too large and it does not require USV for⁃
mation to perform precise and strict conformation of
the position function in actual engineering. There⁃
fore, starting from the characteristics of the RRT al⁃
gorithm and actual engineering requirements, this pa⁃
per proposes a "non-strict conformal control circular
area", which is denoted as Cp（x，y）, with the equa⁃
tion being:

(x - xF)2 + (y - yF)2  (k·S)2 （7）
where k is the weight of conformal accuracy, which
can be assigned according to the accuracy require⁃
ments of the USV formation under the actual mission.

When Pn
'(x '

ny '
n) obtained by solving Eq. (6) sat⁃

isfies Eq. (7), namely,
(x '

n - xF)2 + (y '
n - yF)2  (k·S)2 （8）

it is considered that the iteration of this step is
successful, and the following boat carries out the po⁃
sition perception and conformal path planning of the
following boat at the next moment. The process is
shown in Fig. 4. Otherwise, it will return to Eq. (1) to
regenerate random points, and determine with the
calculation of extending child node.

3 Local autonomous collision
avoidance technology for USV
formation

USV formation may encounter sudden obstacles
during intelligent navigation. The traditional local au⁃
tonomous obstacle avoidance planning method gener⁃
ally makes partial corrections to achieve autonomous
collision avoidance of obstacles. Because they also
have conformal requirements when the individual
boats of the USV formation are implementing colli⁃
sion avoidance action, a very narrow feasible area
more likely appears. If the method of extending child
nodes based on the classic RRT algorithm is used,
the algorithm will randomly search into a dead zone.
In response to this problem, this paper proposes the

Fig.2 Graph of Sigmoid function
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concept of adjustable collision avoidance circle and
obstacle correction vector to enlarge the feasible area
to a certain extent, so as to ensure the normal opera⁃
tion of the algorithm. The specific description is as
follows:

When the intelligent sensing system of USV forma⁃
tion detects that sudden obstacles pose a threat to
single-boat navigation, the obstacle correction vec⁃
tor proposed in this paper will be triggered at this
time, so that the search tree has a tendency to extend
away from the obstacles to improve the algorithm's
search efficiency and reduce the number of exten⁃
sion failures. The obstacle correction vector R is de⁃
fined as Eq. (9). Under the action of R , the extend⁃
ing child node Pn and its coordinates no longer sat⁃
isfy Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), and Eq. (11) gives P '

n :
R = λ ´ S ´

POW

||POW

（9）

V = S ´
PWr

||PWr

+ R （10）

PWn′ = S ´ V
||V

（11）
where PO is the center point of the obstacle; POW

is the displacement from point PO to point PW ; λ
is the weight of the adjustment correction strength; V

is the transition vector generated in the calculation
process. Eq. (11) shows that when the USV formation
perceives a sudden obstacle, it adds R dynamically
adjusted according to λ in the connection direction
from PO to PW on the basis of the original exten⁃
sion, so that the search tree extends away from the
sudden obstacle, as shown in Fig. 5.

At the same time, this paper proposes a concept of
adjustable collision avoidance circle based on the
aforementioned RRT algorithm-based conformation
planning technology of USV formation, so that the
USV formation can not only achieve effective colli⁃
sion avoidance against sudden obstacles but also re⁃

alize the maximum degree of conformation. If Pn
'

calculated by Eq. (11) is located in the sudden obsta⁃
cle area, Pn

'(x '
n，y '

n) satisfies Eq. (12):
(x '

n - xO)2 + (y '
n - yO)2  RO

2 （12）
where (xOyO) is the PO coordinate of the center
point of the sudden obstacle; RO is the radius of the
sudden obstacle area. In order to realize the collision
avoidance of the following boats of USV formation
against the sudden obstacle, we introduced the colli⁃
sion detection link. After Pn

' is calculated and gen⁃
erated from Eq. (11), it will not be substituted into
Eq. (8) for determination and will first be transferred
into Eq. (12) for collision detection. If it does not sat⁃
isfy Eq. (12), then it will be returned to Eq. (1) to re⁃
generate a random point and determined with the cal⁃
culation of the extending child node. If it satisfies
Eq. (12), it means that the point is outside the obsta⁃
cle area and will not collide with sudden obstacles.
At the same time, in order to achieve conformation at
the greatest degree under the conditions of collision
avoidance, it is stipulated that Eq. (13) needs to be
satisfied before the periodic search tree is extended
successfully.

(x '
n - xF)2 + (y '

n - yF)2  R r
2 （13）

where R r is the radius of the adjustable collision
avoidance circle. In actual engineering, it can be se⁃
lected according to the obstacle safety area and con⁃
formal accuracy requirements, as shown in Fig. 6.

4 Simulation results and analyses

In order to verify the effectiveness of the improved
RRT algorithm, we used the Microsoft Visual Studio
2017 development environment to write C ++ pro⁃
grams for simulation experiments. This paper consid⁃
ers the collision avoidance problem of high-speed
USVs and selects the USV described in Reference
[15] for simulation experiments. The speed of each
USV in the formation is 20 kn, and S in the RRT al⁃
gorithm is set to 10 according to Reference [15]. Un⁃
der this assumption, the single-step navigation peri⁃
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PW
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R

Fig.5 The action of obstacle correction vector

Fig.6 The action of adjustable collision avoidance circle
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od of the USV formation is about 1 s.
In the simulation experiment, it is assumed that

the navigation trajectory of the pilot boat L is the ray
drawn from the point (0, 0) on the angle bisector of
the first quadrant in the two-dimensional coordinate
system, and the initial position of the pilot boat is
(5 2，5 2) . In order to test the universality of the
algorithm for various collision avoidance environ⁃
ments, we make the C++ random function in the map
area covered by the USV formation generate the cen⁃
ter coordinates and size of the obstacle area. The ob⁃
stacle discovery time is set in a single-step naviga⁃
tion cycle, namely that the intelligent perception sys⁃
tem of the USV formation refreshes the current navi⁃
gation situation every 1 s and detects obstacles that
affect normal navigation. The simulation experiment
of conformal path planning of each following boat to
the pilot boat under 10 consecutive single-step navi⁃
gation cycles is performed, namely that 10 sets of
continuous navigation path planning points of the
USV formation under the constraints of sudden obsta⁃
cles are generated, and the formation structure is se⁃
lected as an isosceles right triangle structure com⁃
posed of three USVs. In the simulation experiment of
formation path planning, the initial position of 1# fol⁃
lowing boat is recorded as (05 2) , and the initial
position of the 2# following boat is (5 20) . Accord⁃
ing to section 2.2, the k in the non-strict conformal
control circular area is 0.2, namely that the confor⁃
mal accuracy is 0.2S of the following boat.

The simulation experiments of whether to intro⁃
duce AR , R , and two improved methods at the
same time are carried out respectively. The compari⁃
son of the formation path points between the classic
RRT algorithm and the improved RRT algorithm is
shown in Fig. 7. The formation path points planned
by the improved RRT algorithm under the obstacle
avoidance cycle are shown in Fig. 8. Before and after
the improvement, the algorithms are all random algo⁃
rithms. Each group of comparisons is repeated 8
times to generate 10 sets of continuous path points,
and the position error comparison and the running
time comparison are shown in Table 1. The indices
before and after the improvement of the RRT algo⁃
rithm are compared, and the statistical results are
shown in Table 2. In each experiment number, the
average conformal error ε of the following boat is de⁃
fined as

ε = å
i = 1

k (xFi - yFi)
2 + (xni

' - yni
')2

n
（14） Fig.8 Improved RRT algorithm for formation path points in

obstacle avoidance period

（a）Improved RRT algorithm

（b）Classic RRT algorithm
Fig.7 Formation path point comparison
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（b）Obstacle avoidance
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where xFi and yFi are the horizontal and vertical co⁃
ordinates of the theoretically strict conformal point
under the i-th single-step navigation cycle; xni and
yni are the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the
path points planned by the algorithm under the i-th
single-step navigation cycle; n is the number of cy⁃
cles that the algorithm runs, taking 10. This equation
can reflect the formation conformal accuracy of the
planning algorithm to a certain extent.

Through a comprehensive analysis of the above ex⁃
perimental results, the following conclusions can be
drawn:

1) After the introduction of AR , the average con⁃
formal error of the following boat is reduced by 7.3%
in comparison with that of the classic RRT algo⁃
rithm, and the total calculated planning time has
been greatly reduced. This is due to the fact that the
vector makes the extension direction of the search
tree tend to the theoretically strict conformal point in
each single-step navigation cycle so that the extend⁃
ing child node can fall within the non-strict confor⁃
mal control circular area with a greater probability,
thereby reducing the number of failures of the search
tree extension and reducing the algorithm consump⁃
tion. At the same time, AR also makes the extend⁃
ing child node coordinates corrected according to the
Euclidean distance from the strict conformal point,
thereby reducing the average conformal error of the
path planning point of the following boat and improv⁃
ing the conformal accuracy of the USV formation.

2) After the introduction of R , the total calculat⁃
ed planning time has also been greatly reduced com⁃
pared with that of the classic RRT algorithm, and the
variance of the total calculated planning time of the
algorithm is also lower than that of the original algo⁃
rithm. It shows that after the introduction of this vec⁃
tor, not only has the efficiency of the algorithm been
improved, but the stability has also been greatly im⁃
proved. This is due to the fact that the vector is trig⁃
gered after the intelligent sensing system of USV for⁃
mation detects an obstacle, the path search tree cor⁃
responding to a following boat that cannot navigate
normally has a trend of being away from the center of
the obstacle, thereby reducing the probability of the
extending child node falling into the obstacle area.
At the same time, because the feasible area, in this
case, is generally narrow, this vector not only retains
the randomness of the classic RRT algorithm to a cer⁃
tain extent but also performs the correction on the ex⁃
tending child node to guide the extension direction
of the search tree to tend to the adjustable collision
avoidance circular area described in section 3, there⁃
by improving the stability of the algorithm and reduc⁃
ing the probability of the search falling into the dead
zone.

3) Combining Table 1, Table 2, and Fig. 7, after
the improved algorithm combines AR and R at the
same time, we found that compared with that of the
classic RRT algorithm, the average conformal error
of the following boat is reduced by 12.4%, and the to⁃
tal calculated planning time is reduced by 76.9% .

Experiment
number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Classic RRT algorithm

ε (1#)

1.553
1.089
1.690
0.785
1.400
1.216
1.174
1.513

ε (2#)

1.796
1.810
1.931
1.959
1.987
2.106
1.867
1.634

Total calculated
planning time/s

9.395
12.980
13.121
12.191
13.237
9.619

13.054
9.636

Improved RRT algorithm
that only introduces AR

ε (1#)

0.750
1.202
1.146
0.826
0.921
0.969
0.721
1.148

ε (2#)

2.023
2.173
1.726
2.152
2.146
1.994
1.895
1.839

Total calculated
planning time/s

3.161
3.291
3.905
2.198
3.329
6.813
6.740
5.840

Improved RRT algorithm
that only introduces R

ε (1#)

1.167
0.887
1.238
1.096
1.132
1.938
1.132
1.492

ε (2#)

1.881
1.747
1.711
1.414
2.079
1.528
2.044
1.853

Total calculated
planning time/s

4.116
3.926
5.402
5.372
6.664
3.067
6.243
2.943

Completely improved RRT
algorithm

ε (1#)

0.778
0.978
0.915
1.143
0.788
0.983
0.544
0.832

ε (2#)

2.279
1.902
1.759
1.959
1.669
1.959
1.824
2.037

Total calculated
planning time/s

2.194
3.708
3.350
2.843
1.360
3.151
2.734
2.185

Table 1 Conformal error and running time comparison for repeated experiments

Indexs

ε

Average total calculated planning time/s
Variance of total calculated planning time

Classic RRT
algorithm
1.594
11.645
3.141

Only is AR

introduced
1.477
4.409
3.197

Only is R

introduced
1.521
4.717
1.982

Completely
improved RRT

algorithm
1.396
2.691
0.569

Table 2 Comparison of algorithm indexes before and after the improvement
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The variance of total calculated planning time has
been further reduced, which shows that the complete⁃
ly improved algorithm has the advantages of high
conformal accuracy, high algorithm efficiency, and
good algorithm stability. It is manifested in that it
can continuously plan the path points of a relatively
stable formation structure, and it is effective for sud⁃
den emergencies, such as the collision avoidance as
shown in Fig. 8, while it takes less time and runs sta⁃
bly for many times.
5 Conclusions

In this paper, the RRT algorithm is applied to the
problem of USV formation path planning. Aiming at
the problem of the shape stability of the USV forma⁃
tion, "non-strict conformal correction vector" and
"non-strict conformal control circular area" are pre⁃
sented in the EXTEND operation in RRT, making
the extension direction of the search tree tend to⁃
wards the strict conformal point, so that the extend⁃
ing child nodes have a greater probability of being re⁃
tained. The "non-strict conformal control circular ar⁃
ea" can effectively control the conformal accuracy
and adjust the calculation amount. For the conflict
between sudden obstacles and non-strict conformal
planning points, the obstacle correction vector and
the adjustable collision avoidance circle area are pro⁃
posed in the collision detection link of the RRT algo⁃
rithm, so that the USV can avoid collisions safely
and maintain the stability of the formation to the
greatest extent, which effectively deals with the bal⁃
ance between the navigational safety of collision
avoidance and the conformal task. The algorithm pro⁃
posed in this paper is less in time consumption,
strong in stability, and high in conformal accuracy,
so it has certain application space and significance
in actual engineering.
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基于改进RRT算法的无人艇编队
路径规划技术

欧阳子路 1，2 ，王鸿东*1，2，黄一 1，2，杨楷文 1，2，易宏 1，2
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摘 要：［目的目的］为了解决无人艇编队在智能航行时全局路径规划与局部自主避碰问题，提出基于改进快速搜

索随机树（RRT）算法的无人艇编队路径规划技术。［方法方法］针对无人艇编队形状稳定问题，在 RRT算法扩展环

节提出一种非严格保形修正向量与非严格保形控制圆区域，使搜索树有朝着严格保形坐标点生长的趋势；针对

突发障碍物与非严格保形规划点碰撞问题，在RRT算法碰撞检测环节提出可调节避碰圆区域与障碍物修正向

量，使无人艇安全避碰并最大程度地保持队形稳定。［结果结果］结果显示，无人艇编队在该算法作用下表现出了良

好的保形性能，并能对突发障碍物进行有效的避碰。［结论结论］该算法效能高、稳定性强、路径规划质量高，在实际

工程应用中具有重要的意义。

关键词：无人艇编队；快速搜索随机树算法；路径规划；避碰

基于FTO的船舶分布式编队的
有限时间控制方法

余玲玲*1，王欣 1，李丽 2，黄蔚 1，付明玉 3

1 中国舰船研究设计中心，湖北 武汉 430064
2 中国人民解放军 91999部队，山东 青岛 266003

3 哈尔滨工程大学 自动化学院，黑龙江 哈尔滨 150001

摘 要：［目的目的］由于速度测量值不可直接使用，因此针对有界环境干扰下的船舶编队控制问题，提出一种基于

有限时间观测器（FTO）分布式编队的有限时间控制方法。［方法方法］首先，仅根据船舶的位置信息，设计一种 FTO
以观测其速度状态；然后，在领航信息仅局部已知的通信结构下，利用观测值和齐次法设计多船分布式编队的

有限时间控制律，实现多艘船舶在有限时间内跟踪期望航迹并同时保持期望队形；最后，根据齐次性理论和李

雅普诺夫稳定性判据，证明整个闭环系统的误差信号在有限时间内收敛。［结果结果］仿真结果验证了所提出的有限

时间编队控制方法相比于传统渐近收敛的编队控制方法，可以为多船编队提供更快的收敛速度、更高的控制精

度以及更强的抗干扰能力。［结论结论］研究结果可为多船编队的控制提供借鉴。

关键词：非线性船舶运动模型；分布式编队；有限时间控制；有限时间观测器；齐次法
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